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Recessive and Dominant Mutations
in Retinoic Acid Receptor Beta in Cases
with Microphthalmia and Diaphragmatic Hernia
Myriam Srour, David Chitayat, Ve´ronique Caron, Nicolas Chassaing, Pierre Bitoun, Lysanne Patry,
Marie-Pierre Cordier, Jose´-Mario Capo-Chichi, Christine Francannet, Patrick Calvas, Nicola Ragge,
Sylvia Dobrzeniecka, Fadi F. Hamdan, Guy A. Rouleau, Andre´ Tremblay, and Jacques L. Michaud*
(The American Journal of Human Genetics 93, 765–772; October 3, 2013)
In the original version of this paper published online September 26, 2013, reference 24 was unfortunately incorrect. The
reference appears correctly here, in the print version of this paper, and online. The authors regret this error.
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of the Multisystemic Phenotypes
of the 8q24.3 Copy-Number Variant
Andrew Dauber, Christelle Golzio, Ce´cile Guenot, Francine M. Jodelka, Maria Kibaek,
Susanne Kjaergaard, Bruno Leheup, Danielle Martinet, Malgorzata J.M. Nowaczyk, Jill A. Rosenfeld,
Susan Zeesman, Janice Zunich, Jacques S. Beckmann, Joel N. Hirschhorn, Michelle L. Hastings,
Sebastien Jacquemont, and Nicholas Katsanis*
(The American Journal of Human Genetics 93, 798–811; November 7, 2013)
In the original version of this paper, the term ‘‘8q23.4’’ appeared in the title, the abstract, the Figure 1 legend, and the
main text. This term is incorrect and has been changed to ‘‘8q24.3.’’ The authors apologize for this error. This error
has been corrected online and in the print issue.
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